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About About 
TheThe

AuthorAuthor

Timothy Michael DiVito is a celebrated poet 
from the heart of Pennsylvania. He has been 
writing poems since the age of 15, when he 
found himself inspired through love, passion 
and heartbreak. Since then, the emotions sur-
rounding love have continued to be a central 
theme for DiVito’s poems, as well as touching 
on musical and creative inspiration in popular 
culture. Divito’s work has been published over 
200 times. He sincerely believes in writing from 
the heart and conveying true emotion. His work 
has featured in: The San Fernando Poetry Jour-
nal, Rag Mag, WYRD, The Cultural Reverence 
and many more.

Timothy DiVitoTimothy DiVito
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The Kindred The Kindred 

I taste
your breast,

the roses 
so

tender,
erect,

to the night.

Searching
valleys

peaks, so erotic.

Flesh upon flesh,
soul upon soul.

As in days of old,
we share

a bliss so kindred,
even the gods
could not steal,

what we two ache
in our hearts. . . .

love.
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Shadow OfShadow Of
EcstasyEcstasy

A
final

sunset
of the 
mind,
invites

the 
shadow,
igniting
ecstasy,

of
delirium.
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Delirious Dance Delirious Dance 

Fine wine
we drink

of its taste.

So sweet
lingering like

that which
intoxicates.

Pleasure
of the flesh
so desirous,

of the
human touch.

Nectar of the gods
releases upon

the chin.

Streams of white
flow

down the throat,
like the flood

of a river’s rush,
orgasmic.
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A SexualA Sexual
EpiphanyEpiphany

Impaling
on the staff of flesh

that which
gives pleasure.

Writhing
grinding into me,

as if to say
a passionate sweat,

lingers. . .

lingers. . .

In her
pink aisle,

draining me
until spent.

Exclaiming, My God
“what have you

done to me”.
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WildfireWildfire

Your sweat so sweet,
mingling with the juice of your peach
faces covered with streams of nectar.

Embraces burned, flesh reddened from passion
unbridled by fire running rampant in our hearts.

Something deeper never felt, singed our nerves.

Sun scorched grass cannot compare
to the burned silk sheets. of our

momentary inferno that lives forever,
in our delirious mind’s eye.
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Memories Memories 
Of HeavenOf Heaven

This is it
our last days

on earth.

We did
not know this

from
our naive birth.

As time flies,
so does

love’s taste.

If not,
enjoyed,

not in haste
lingering

upon the flesh.

Memories
of heaven

in the soul still fresh.
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A Dawn A Dawn 
AwakenedAwakened

A caress
of the flesh,

so tender of love,
igniting to fire

as the hand feels
the soft of desire.

Aching need
satisfied 
once. . .
twice. . .

three times. . .

As the night fades,
upon that which
seemingly grows

of convictions so hard,
release at dawn.
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A taste ofA taste of
PeachPeach

Deeper, deeper
it glides into
the tunnel

tasting you,
strawberries

of your amazing
rapture of humanity.

The time is now
to wander,
lower. . .
lower. . .

to an oasis,
so delicious of

womanly tastes. . . .
of peach.
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The Devil’sThe Devil’s
PearlPearl

Naked to the world. . .
kiss me please

just take me
and kiss all of me.

Slowly journey
downward

tasting
of the peach juice

so sticky.

Enduring
of the

tongues heat
torrid as the sun’s

licks of delight
upon the sin
spread to the

lover of dramatic dreams.
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Sensual Summer Sensual Summer 
SerenadeSerenade

When I see you,
I think of heaven’s blue,
like a summer’s day sky.

Magical of faith,
exquisite of wonders.

Now is the time
to embrace in heat,

upon a moment so intense.

We burn down the night
as we sweat in the moonlight.

Carnal hunger twisting, turning,
naked, burning the night .
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A Sensual A Sensual 
WhisperWhisper

Beauty of the sunset
eyes of the stars

on the day we met
erased all of my scars.

Now I am one
with the noonday sun.

Forever lingering
like the sweat

upon your flesh.

Your scent
still sweetly fresh.

Our voices
passionately whispering.
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An Aching NeedAn Aching Need

My mind wanders 
when kissing the night.

 
As I  taste you

tongues entwined,
under the erotic moonlight.

 
Such rapturous love

we embrace,
as the shadow engulfs.

 
The ecstasy upon your face.

 
Now we caress the flesh,
and seek that which feeds

our pleasurable human needs.
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